French Fire Division Breakout Video

TIME: 0:30

MATERIALS NEEDED:
- French Fire Breakout Video (embedded in PPT)
- Student Activity Sheet 3-4-2

INTRODUCTION:
As a Strike Team/Task Force Leader, you are generally asked to attend a Division breakout meeting after the operational period briefing. This gives you a chance to have interaction with your division supervisor.

DIRECTIONS:
- View the 14 minute French Fire breakout video and have the students answer the questions.

1. What was done at the very beginning of the video by the Division Supervisor?

   A roll call was conducted. This is important because some operational period briefings do not do a roll call and any absent resources from this breakout must be communicated to resources.

2. What was the communication change?

   Region 5, Tac 4

3. What were the names of the three geographical references made for the division?

   Sweetwater Line, Mid Road Line and Top Line
4. What was the concern and priority resource for the mid road line?

   **Keeping the road open to traffic. The priority resources for this were the water tenders and engines.**

5. What teaching moment did the Division Supervisor provide?

   **Mop up techniques**

6. What additional questions would you ask of the Division Supervisor?

   **Some possible answers:**
   - Cell phone number for the Division
   - Are there any specific travel instructions
   - Where are we going and for how long
   - Where are we going to meet when we get there
   - Are there any water sources
   - What logistics support do we have there

7. What additional information would you pass along to the Division Supervisor?

   **Some possible answers:**
   - ALS capability
   - Your cell phone
   - Rescue capability
   - Foam or Gel capability